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contrast what you see on our side of them and on the farther
side. I shall not speak of statistics, natural wealth, armaments,
or give you other figures. I wish to speak of but one thing in which
we undoubtedly can equal our neighbours, namely, the
organization and direction of our human will." The mot d'ordre
for all, and above everything, was the defence of the country,
and he compared that effort to pulling on a strong chain, for which
as many hands as possible were needed—all hands, indeed—
to raise Poland higher, even if their backs were breaking! "You,"
he continued, "whose hands are strong and well-trained, must
seize that chain first, but others must stand beside you, and you
must try to get to help you all who are strong and wish to place
that strength at the service of the country." It was not enough
for the legionaries to rest on the laurels of the past, as if there
was no more work for them to do; they must look to the present
and the existing situation. The speech of the Inspector-General,
the real head of the Army, with its clear call for unity of effort
on the part of the whole Polish people, had an excellent Press,
the general feeling being that Rydz-Smigly, speaking with all the
authority of his position, had given a splendid lead to the nation.
BECK IN BELGRADE
The Polish Foreign Minister arrived in Belgrade on May 27 on
an official visit—a return visit for that of Marinkovitch, the
Yugoslav Foreign Minister, in 1931. Beck's visit extended over
two days, and he was paid every possible attention, both by the
Yugoslav Government and Prince Paul, the Regent of Yugoslavia.
At a dinner of honour given by Stoyadinovitch, Prime Minister
as well as Foreign Minister, to Beck on May 27, the Yugoslav
statesman declared that his country shared the point of view
of Poland respecting the principle that no decision affecting a
State could be'taken by other States unless in consultation and
agreement with that State. Replying, Beck said that Poland had
strong affinities with Yugoslavia, because both countries had the
same ardent patriotism, determination to be independent, and
zeal for the national ideals. The European situation was difficult,
and there might be great transformations in the structure of the

